NASA's Technology Readiness Level (TRL)-6 is documented for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) Wavefront Sensing and Control (WFSC) subsystem. The WFSC subsystem is needed to align the Optical Telescope Element (OTE) after all deployments have occurred, and achieves that requirement through a robust commissioning sequence consisting of unique commissioning algorithms, all of which are part of the WFSC algorithm suite. This paper identifies the technology need, algorithm heritage, describes the finished TRL-6 design platform, and summarizes the TRL-6 test results and compliance. Additionally, the performance requirements needed to satisfy JWST science goals as well as the criterion that relate to the TRL-6 Testbed Telescope (TBT) performance requirements are discussed.
INTRODUCTION Science Imaging Requirements
The James Webb Space Telescope 1 (JWST) science imaging requirements 2 are based on a series of observation goals that are categorized into various themes. The Science Working Group has developed the Science Requirements Document 3 to describe the objectives implied by these themes for the JWST mission and the performance capabilities necessary to meet these objectives. These science imaging requirements are summarized in Table 1 . Therefore in order to comply with the JWST scientific objectives, the observatory requires an aperture of 6.6 meter diameter with high sensitivity in the primary band-pass 1.7-30 microns. In addition, a complement of both imaging and multi-field (MF) spectroscopic instruments operating through this band-pass is required and the observatory must be cryogenic (30-60 K) to minimize observatory thermal background at these wavelengths. The Optical Telescope Element (OTE), composed of a three-mirror anastigmatic (TMA) 4 telescope design, provides a sufficiently large and wellcorrected field of view (FOV) for the instrument complement, with the FOV defined as shown in Fig. 1 . The NearInfrared Camera (NIRCam), 5 which is part of the Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM), provides the necessary hardware functionality to create the necessary images needed to perform the image based wavefront sensing by the WFSC algorithms residing on the ground station.
OTE Wavefront Error (WFE) Budget, Rev T
The TRL-6 demonstration on the TBT was necessary to prove that the baseline WFSC algorithms are accurate, repeatable, and that they can be used to align the JWST flight TMA telescope. The algorithm success criteria for the demonstration were all confirmed and validated with independent measurements. The success criteria were based on a detailed comparison of Testbed Telescope to flight error budgets and were reviewed in detail with the WFSC Mini-PIT (Product Integrity Team). The driving goal was showing that a testbed with initial conditions simulating a worst case starting condition on-orbit could be aligned to meet flight WFE requirements over the field of view of the telescope. The Error Budget Traceability section on page 8 gives more details on how the OTE WFE budget was used for TRL-6 test criteria. 
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Need for Wavefront Sensing and Control Technology
In addition to the optical performance requirements of Table 1 and Table 2 , the launch platform constraints 6 dictate a segmented primary mirror with an area of 25 m 2 and planar density 7 of less than 15 kg/m 2 , and a deployable secondary mirror support structure (SMSS). The characteristics of the JWST primary mirror (hexagonal and segmented primary, with SMSS obscurations) are easily discernible by the pupil geometry shown in Fig. 2 . The primary mirror design is based on a 6.6 m, 18 segment hexagonal array using beryllium 8 for thermal stability 9 at the anticipated orbit about the second Lagrange Point (L2). As a result of these deployment and thermal stability constraints, the JWST commissioning and periodic optical maintenance must be accomplished using an active optical control system.
During the JWST pre-Phase-A program, extensive modeling efforts were conducted which indicated that an image-based WFSC approach could achieve the required commissioning tolerances using limited control degrees of freedom, with the appropriately allocated deployment accuracy requirements. These telescope deployment as well as other key WFSC requirements are documented in the Wavefront Sensing and Control Requirements Allocation Document 10 to achieve the observatory commissioning and on-orbit maintenance.
The WFSC subsystem is formed from a set of individual commissioning and maintenance algorithms, along with the associated WFS hardware components required for WFS image generation, and the Mirror control algorithm software (MCS) needed for PMSA trajectory and mirror state correction and control. Each algorithm of the WFSC subsystem is listed in Table 3 along with the NASA funded test program used to validate performance. Additional discussion on these test programs is given in History and Prior Art, below.
An additional need for the WFSC technology is implied by the nature of the JWST segmented aperture design. Specifically, segments of the primary mirror must be coherently phased with respect to one another in "piston" over the entire aperture. After initial adjustment of the primary mirror during Global Alignment, piston errors are expected to be less than approximately 150 microns (flight) and 30 microns for the Ball TBT (units are surface, PM). For this level of misalignment, a coarse-phasing step (commissioning step #7 of Table 3 ) is required to bring the segments within the capture range of the fine phasing algorithms. Coarse phasing has been developed under the JWST test program as a variant of white-light interferometry, by using a Dispersed Hartmann Sensor 11 (DHS) that is a simple grism-based optical component in the NIRCam filter wheel, with dispersing elements oriented at both zero and 60 degree rotation angles as shown in Fig. 3 , in order to provide the data necessary to solve for all of the segment-to-segment piston differences uniquely. Early development work on the DHS component involved in-situ testing on the Keck telescope. In addition, cryogenic testing and vibration testing were also completed as part of the TRL-6 12 component test process. These results are summarized in Section 3. It should be noted that a complementary piston sensing approach is implemented for the flight system as a backup to the DHS, which is called the Dispersed Fringe Sensor (DFS). 13, 14 The DFS was developed for the JWST Wavefront Control Testbed (WCT) program. Both approaches have been tested on the Keck Observatory segmented telescope system 11, 14 Early in the program, a trade study 15 was conducted by the JWST project to assess advantages and disadvantages for each of the DHS and DFS methods. It was determined back then that the DHS approach was the best overall method to baseline for flight. 
History and Prior Art
Prior to JWST, the state of the art in image-based wavefront sensing was phase retrieval (commissioning step #8a of Table 3 ). Phase retrieval was demonstrated at TRL-9 for the diagnosis and repair of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) mirror edge defect through the deployment of COSTAR. 16 Details documenting the Hubble Space Telescope phase retrieval analysis are discussed in a series of NASA Contract reports which have been summarized in the literature. 17 The first suggestion of using phase retrieval as a wavefront sensing method for JWST was in 1989, 18 nearly a year before the Hubble launch and deployment.
During the JWST program Phase-A, NASA funded several early test programs designed to accelerate technology development and increase the overall robustness and maturity of the fine-phasing phase retrieval technique as well as other WFSC commissioning steps; it should be noted that "fine-phasing" and "phase retrieval" are synonymous throughout this document. This was due to the importance of the fine-phasing algorithm of Table 3 , given that this phase retrieval (PR) algorithm forms the foundation for commissioning algorithms 1, 5, and 8. These previous test programs were implemented at NASA GSFC beginning in 1998 with DCATT 19 and continuing through the WCT 20 test program (WCT-1, WCT-2, and WCT-3). WCT was funded through the conclusion of the JWST Phase A in 2002.
Beginning in JWST Phase B, Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp. was under subcontract with Northrop Grumman to develop the Ball Testbed Telescope (TBT). The Ball TBT design is an 18 segment flight-traceable TRL-6 test platform (summarized in Section 2). The JWST program development goal for the TBT was its use in the validation and development of the commissioning steps/algorithms outlined in Table 3 . Pre-Phase-B algorithm development and testing by Ball Aerospace was performed on the RA-6 Testbed. 21 During the Phase-A test programs, NASA investigated several phase retrieval approaches for JWST. These approaches can be classified into two general categories: iterative-transform 30, 31, 22 and parametric 23, 24 methods. Prior to consideration for JWST use, modifications to the original iterative-transform approach 31 were introduced based on the introduction of a defocus diversity function 25 or on the input-output method. 26 Various implementations 27 of the focusdiverse iterative-transform method have been developed in the prior "state of the art," which deviates slightly from the current implementation by either utilizing a single wavelength or by varying the placement and number of defocused image planes. Finally, modifications to the parametric approach included the inclusion of minimizing alternative merit functions, as well as implementing a variety of nonlinear optimization methods such as Levenberg-Marquardt, simplex, and quasi-Newton techniques. 28 These techniques and their variants constitute the pre-JWST "state of the art" in phase retrieval.
In summary of the fine-phasing investigations under the JWST program, a strictly parametric approach based on nonlinear optimization was found to be less robust and more sensitive to algorithm starting conditions. 29 The iterativetransform Misell-Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm 30, 31, 32, 33 has also been assessed as the earlier Government baseline in the Phase-A Program. It was later determined, during initial commissioning work using the TBT in October of 2005, that the Misell-Gerchberg-Saxton approach was found to be insufficient for capturing multi-wave segment wavefronts, which can occur after JWST launch and initial deployment, but prior to the coarse-phasing process being completed (step #7 of Table 3 ). Earlier work had suggested that a Modified-Gerchberg-Saxton (MGS) approach could be utilized for multiwave phase recoveries, but only with an additional phase-unwrapping 34 post-processing step that leads to a more complicated algorithm procedure than is desirable for flight. This additional post processing step was also found to be less robust, when compared to an algorithm approach that incorporates feedback through an adaptive diversity function. The Misell-Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm was further developed into the Hybrid Diversity Algorithm (HDA) 35 as a direct result of the JWST funded programs. Examples of early algorithm results from the first-light commissioning work on the TBT are shown in Fig. 4 . The HDA approach addresses the need for a large dynamic range (multi-wave) sensing and also the ability to properly sense piston errors of the JWST segmented primary mirror. It is worthwhile mentioning that in order to increase the scope of applicability and robustness of the JWST fine-phasing approach, the HDA and MisellGerchberg-Saxton algorithms have been tested using a variety of ground and space-flight projects.
Additional "lessons learned" from the Hubble problem have been incorporated into the JWST WFSC subsystem design, including a pupil-imaging subsystem 36 to avoid the necessity of estimating pupil amplitude in addition to the pupil phase. This problem was solved for Hubble using the iterative transform approach, 37 but ultimately led to larger numerical uncertainties than were necessary on the final determination of the primary conic constant. It should be noted that the commissioning steps requiring PR is facilitated by the NIRCam optical design, which includes special filters and WFSC optical components such as weak lenses to generate diversity defocus. Finally, during the course of the JWST technology development program the algorithm implementation details including diversity selection have been resolved, 38 which were not available during the days of HST.
Scope of the TRL-6 Test Program and Success Criteria
In order to demonstrate WFSC TRL-6, five key technology elements were identified to be demonstrated (Table 4) . These are: (1) development of the DHS component, (2) development of the Coarse Phasing process that incorporates the DHS, (3) end-to-end single-field Fine-Phasing, (4) independent validation of the Fine-Phasing performance, and (5) demonstration and validation of the MF Fine-Phasing process. To help establish these criteria as well as continually review progress, an independent peer review panel, or mini-PIT (Product Integrity Team), was established by the JWST Project. Discussion and rationale of these results are given in Section 3.
In terms of optical hardware, NIRCam 39 is the imaging system used on Flight for collecting the focal plane image data used as input to each of the commissioning steps in Table 3 . Verification of the specific optical design implementation of NIRCam is not within the scope of the TRL-6 test program, since the specific technologies requiring TRL-6 validation are the algorithm commissioning steps listed in Table 3 . Validation of the NIRCam optical performance and ability to function as the JWST wavefront sensor has been assessed in separate design reviews, and will be tested in hardware during the OTE SIMulator (OSIM) test programs using JWST specific phase-plates (18 segments) inserted into the NIRCam pupil. In addition, TRL-6 verification of specific opto-mechanical interfaces such as the nanometer level step actuators and pre-flight control of the PMSA hexapod interface to the individual mirror segments are being accomplished under the separate Advanced Mirror System Demonstrator (AMSD) and Primary Mirror Segment Actuator (PMSA) test programs. Therefore, the wavefront sensing commissioning steps by themselves provide and address the WFSC core technology that is needed to support the new science capabilities enabled by JWST. This distinction limits the scope of the TRL-6 test program to the algorithms / commissioning steps of Table 3 . The 5 technology items that form the TRL-6 success criteria are summarized in Table 4 . 
TRL-6 TEST PLATFORM: THE TBT TESTBED TELESCOPE Overview
The JWST WFSC TRL-6 test platform is a meter-class 18 segment Testbed Telescope (TBT). 40 Precursor technology development for the TBT began with the Ball RA-6 Testbed. 21 The TBT is a complex electro-optical system consisting of a flight traceable optical design with an optical trunk circuit and a three mirror anastigmat Optical Telescope Element (OTE). 41 The trunk circuit provides access to the system pupil, and emulates the functionality of the NIRCam. Like JWST, the TBT primary mirror consists of 18 segments that each incorporate Primary Mirror Segment Assembly (PMSA) actuator control in a flight-traceable design, under the constraints of tighter packaging requirements caused by the 1-meter aperture design. The optical layout and primary mirror of the TBT is shown in Fig. 5 . Based on the flight optical model, each segment position error causes a pre-determined effect in the wavefront or image plane. The TBT has been designed such that the analogous perturbation generates an analogous effect on a TBT segment. Scaling differences were determined based on a variety of miscellaneous TBT physical size differences and constraints such as shorter focal length, different wavelengths, and image plane size.
TBT Environmental Factors
Environmental factors in the TBT laboratory are comprised of 3 terms: jitter, air turbulence, and drift. Each term has been characterized and included in the uncertainty error budgets that were used to establish the TRL-6 test criteria.
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The jitter is comprised of seismic and acoustic inputs which have been mitigated in the TBT opto-mechanical design. Seismic inputs are attenuated by using 7 Newport pneumatic isolation towers supporting the massive Large Optical Test Facility (LOTF). Acoustic inputs were reduced by removing large flat structural pieces not needed for the LOTF stability. Air turbulence is diurnal and can have a significant optical affect due to the long optical path length of approximately 28 meters. 44 Drift is primarily thermally driven and manifests itself mostly in the bending of the "wings" of the primary mirror; each mirror wing has 3 segments. Additionally, air temperature sensors near the TBT were used to identify "quiet" times. Thermally quiet times have been necessary for most of the commissioning tests.
Detectors used for TBT Commissioning
The TRL-6 implications for the fine-phasing algorithm are to produce wavefront estimates from focal plane data 45 that scale to the expected JWST detector sampling, dynamic range (bit depth), quantization, pixel modulation transfer function (MTF), and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the expected flight system images. To observe this level of detector and image-data traceability, the TBT fine-phasing camera, like the flight detector for NIRCam, is based on a HgCdTe detector array.
The NIRCam focal plane array is a unique imaging device that offers low noise, high resolution IR imagery over a large field of view. Since it is not practical to reproduce the exact NIRCam focal plane array on the TBT, two separate cameras were utilized to emulate the functionality of NIRCam, while emulating (as close as possible) key phase retrieval sampling parameters that are specified for flight. The first camera, which is a visible camera, is the Princeton Instruments MicroMAX CCD system. This camera has a large detector FOV comparable to a single channel of NIRCam. The visible camera is incorporated into the commissioning process where a large FOV is required, but high resolution is not. The second camera is the CEDIP Infrared Systems JADE short-wave IR imager. This camera has a relatively small FOV, and supports part of the commissioning process that requires high-resolution imaging in the IR. Given that the JADE camera is based on a HgCdTe detector array, it is expected that this camera will have performance characteristics that are traceable to that of NIRCam flight array. However, the actual NIRCam camera is expected to collect data sets of much higher quality as can be seen by comparing detector characteristics such as read noise, dark current, quantum efficiency, and well depth. Given that the flight data sets are expected to be of higher quality in terms of SNR, we similarly expect the WFSC results to be of higher fidelity and quality when compared to the TBT results. WFS tolerancing as a function of these noise parameters and other model mismatch errors, specific for JWST flight, has been published in the literature. 46 Recent tolerancing work for the ISIM imaging system in support of OSIM activities has been presented to the JWST project.
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Error Budget Traceability As described in the Section "OTE Error Budget," the Post-WFSC box in the OTE budget was used in the determination of the TRL-6 test criteria. The TRL-6 criteria also factored in single vs. double pass requirements (as appropriate) and environmental factors both in flight and on the ground. The detailed comparisons were documented at the September 2006 WFSC Mini-PIT 43 meeting and reviewed by that panel. The panel did make recommendations relative to the multi-field criteria which were then documented in the multi-field white paper. 53 Though TRL-6 criteria were derived by lower level error budget comparisons, the total telescope WFE of the flight and testbed telescopes are comparable and the allocations for performance are smaller than the RSS of the actual error budgets and the reserve in the OTE budget. This gives us good confidence that by meeting the detailed criteria set out for TRL-6, we can meet the flight requirements with margin.
TBT Optical Performance after Realignment
When initially placed on the TBT backplane, the travel ranges of several individual mirror hexapods were insufficient to align the TBT segments to their WFSC predicted positions. Therefore, in August 2006, the mini-PIT recommended that the PM segments should be realigned by radially re-positioning the segments to their minimum wavefront predicted positions, as predicted by the WFSC system. As a result of this realignment, the hexapod adjustment ranges for the radius of curvature (ROC) degree of freedom, in addition to the radial and clocking degrees of freedom (enabling astigmatism control), are now within the range of actuator movement margins, and centered about the actuator travel limits.
RESULTS FROM THE TBT TELESCOPE Overview
In this Section, the five key technology elements are demonstrated that were listed earlier in Table 4 Table 4 . An overview of the results of meeting these five criteria are presented in the following sections.
Development of the DHS Component
The Technology Readiness of the DHS Coarse Phasing Sensor, as a hardware component, was evaluated through extensive testing of a Technology Readiness Demonstration (TRD) test article in Fall 2004. Although cryogenic grisms have been flown successfully on several previous missions, the DHS element is unique in that it requires small grism patches to be bonded to a single element. Thus, the primary goals of the TRD testing were to evaluate the suitability of the flight-like design under vibration and thermal stress testing in a launch environment, while maintaining optical performance. A flight-like article was produced by Adaptive Optics Associates (AOA) 49 and was thoroughly tested to assess survivability and optical performance. The following tests were conducted on the TRD:
(a) Vibration testing (random, for 1 hour in each axis), thermal cycling between 300K and 30K (some as low as 10K). (b) Optical measurement/verification of the optical performance of the DHS was made at both ambient and at cryogenic temperatures. (c) The optical testing was followed by microscopic examination of the device, and performance testing using a phase step input to verify the proper measurement of a phase step.
All results were highly successful and as a result of this effort, the DHS element itself was declared to be at TRL-6. The second provided the first TRL-6 functional test validating the feasibility and methodology of the JWST baseline dispersed fringe sensing process. Fig. 6 is an image of the 10-meter Keck-I Observatory, a world class segmented ground-based telescope.
Coarse Phasing Algorithm Testing and Development
Adaptive Optics Associates (AOA) custom-built the TRL-6 DHS components that were used on the Keck observatory. These are functionally identical to the flight DHS assemblies and are shown in Fig. 7 . They were 
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Co 000 manufactured from a simple grism + Shack-Hartmann mask with beam deviating prisms which creates separated fringe images from 10 inter-segment edges in 2 orientations. The process is identical to the JWST flight implementation and simultaneously determines inter-segment piston differences. The randomized segment pistons were made using bright K0 and K2 stars in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. Fig. 7 . DHS Assembly for the Phasing Camera System Fig. 8 shows the 20 DHS fringes for both DHS orientations. The frequency and the angle of the "barber pole" is the measure of piston difference. It was shown that the DHS algorithm results were in good agreement with the established Phasing Camera System (PCS) (Fig. 9 ), which is a modified Shack-Hartmann camera used at Keck for 10+ years. The resulting phase error from closed-loop DHS control of the Keck as measured by (PCS) showed good performance ( Fig.  10(a) ). A statistical comparison of the PCS to the DHS is shown in Fig. 10(b) , indicating excellent agreement between DHS and PCS. 
Demonstration of Single-field Point End-End Commissioning Overview
In this Section, an overview of TBT results and data for each commissioning algorithm listed in Table 3 are presented using single-field point image data. A separate paper 51 (these proceedings) describes this data and process in much more detail. The block diagram ("waterfall" chart) in Fig. 11 illustrates the chronological order of the commission steps. As a point of comparison with the flight implementation, the commissioning steps as implemented on flight and on the TBT are compared in Table 5 . Early results from the commissioning process have been documented in the literature. 52 From Table 9 it is shown that the main differences between flight and the TRL-6 implementation are isolated to the doublepass nature of the TBT optical design. As a result, it has been necessary to implement a Field Steering Mirror (FSM) to query the WFSC performance over the TBT FOV. This differs from the flight implementation in that the entire observatory will be slewed to image the FOV on orbit. Multi-field phasing results are discussed later in that sub-Section.
Fig. 11. Block Diagram of Commissioning Steps
The results presented below document the first end-to-end commissioning demonstration on the TBT, which was conducted over a 1-week period starting on October 12, 2006. All steps up through image stacking were performed at a / 1* 4 a 4 wavelength, = 650 nm using the wider FOV visible camera. Fine phasing was performed at 1550 nm using the HgCdTe detector. The image data shown in this report are displayed on a logarithmic scale. 
OTE Deployment conditions
The deployment requirements are documented in an earlier Ball System Engineering Report (SER). 53 The deployment values were randomly generated based on the worse-case flight deployment specs. In deployment cases where the boresight of the TBT fell off of the detector, the auto-collimating flat (ACF) was adjusted to roughly re-center the deployed segment images on the visible camera. This step is analogous to re-pointing the flight telescope to acquire a first light image. Fig. 12 shows the first-light image after deployment and subsequent re-pointing of the ACF.
Fig. 12. First Light Deployment Image
SM Focus Sweep
The SM Focus Sweep algorithm steps through global focus of the OTE with the secondary mirror (SM) while recording focal plane images at each step. Individual segment images are analyzed with the phase retrieval algorithm to determine the focus error for each segment (relative to the best focus position). The SM is moved as necessary to set the average focus error among the segments to zero.
Relative SM piston values of [-100, -50, 0, 50, 100] microns were used to support the Focus Sweep in the commissioning demonstration.. The Focus Sweep algorithm estimates the focus error (and an associated SM piston correction) from all images that are clearly visible on the detector. The focus errors are determined through phase retrieval. An average value is applied to the SM as a correction, and a second set of Focus Sweep data is taken and analyzed.
Segment ID and Segment Search
The segment ID process is the simplest of the commissioning activities. To begin, 19 focal plane images are collected in succession. After each image is collected, small perturbations are applied to individual segments in tip and tilt. From this data, 18 successive image differences are calculated, each revealing a moved segment.
In the segment search process, the missing segments are scanned in a spiral pattern, taking an image after each move. A differencing technique determines whether or not the segment image has been detected as discussed above. For the TRL-6 commissioning demonstration, all TBT segments were identified. Out of 18 segments, 2 of the segments were off of the detector upon initial deployment and were located through the Segment ID and Segment Search process.
Image Array
After the segment images are all identified, they are moved from their current random locations to an image array based on mathematically generated vertex locations for a hexagonal array. In the specific commissioning demonstration, two iterations were required to position the images.
Global Alignment
The Global Alignment process analyzes segment-level wavefronts with the phase retrieval algorithm. 35 From these phase retrieval results SM modes (piston, X-roll, Y-roll) and PMSA modes for each segment (piston, clocking, and radial translation) are controlled. Diversity defocused images that are input to the phase retrieval algorithm, are obtained by changing the SM piston by a known amount. Changing the global defocus in this step also moves the spots within the image array, and consequently, corrective PMSA tip/tilts are applied to maintain the array positions after each move. Two diversity defocus positions are used.
The extracted images were analyzed with a phase retrieval algorithm to recover the segment level wavefronts. The wavefront is dominated by PM segment piston errors (resulting in power terms in the individual segments). Clocking and radial translation errors (seen as astigmatism) are also present. Less obvious are the global errors associated with positioning errors in the SM. The 3 corrective modes for the SM and each PM segment were estimated and applied as corrections.
Image Stacking
The goal of the image stacking process is to precisely stack the segment images on top of each other, in preparation for allowing the segments to coherently combine as a phased aperture.
Coarse Phasing
The piston errors between the individual segments are measured with the pair of DHS masks described in Section 1 (Fig.  3) . Relative piston errors were measured on the TBT for each segment, consistent with the expected deployment misalignments. Corrections were then applied and additional DHS images were taken and analyzed. The accuracy on the DHS piston measurement technique on the TBT was demonstrated in subsequent DHS tests, one of which is illustrated in Fig. 13 . These subsequent coarse phasing tests demonstrate that the algorithm is capable of making very accurate PM segment piston measurements, well within the JWST requirements. Successive applications of the coarse phasing algorithm reduced the PM segment piston errors, followed by three additional iterations (Fig. 13) which further reduced the errors. It should be noted that the result shown in this plot is the result of WFSC fine phasing setup process. Unlike the Keck DHS experiment, we did not deliberately put any large segment pistons to demonstrate the capture capabilities of DHS. Fig. 13 . Additional iterations of the coarse phasing algorithm reduced the PM segment piston errors.
Fine-Phasing
Immediately following the coarse phasing process, defocused IR images were collected and analyzed using the phase retrieval algorithm. The Fine Phasing process uses weak lenses to create positively and negatively defocused images (Fig. 14, top row) . The images shown in Fig. 14 were then used as input to the phase retrieval algorithm to estimate individual segment tip, tilt, and piston errors, as well as SM de-space. The initial phase retrieval estimate is then used as the starting wavefront (0 th iteration; Fig. 14, lower left) . In both the images and the wavefront, segment level wavefront errors are readily visible as well as an overall SM piston error (focus). The PM and SM moves were derived from the fine-phasing results shown in Fig. 14 and applied as corrections. After repeating this process several more iterations as shown in Fig. 14 , nearly all controllable misalignment errors in the wavefront were eliminated (Fig. 14, lower right) . Fine Phasing Sensing and Control Iteration
Fine-Phasing Convergence
Following the initial end-to-end commissioning demonstration, seven additional fine-phasing tests were conducted (Fig.  15 ) starting with errors consistent with large but successful completion of the coarse phasing process. In each case, the wavefront errors converged to values well within the TRL-6 single-field point commissioning criteria. 
Fine-Phasing Repeatability
In addition to the fine-phasing convergence shown in Fig. 15 , fine phasing repeatability was examined independently by B. Dean (GSFC) and S. Acton (Ball Aerospace) using Commissioning data collected on Dec. [12] [13] [14] 2006 . These are the 6 data files listed in Table 6 . From these six retrieved phases, 15 unique phase differences can be formed. The results show that the repeatability is within compliance of the RMS "median of the phase differences" requirement established by the mini-PIT peer review committee.
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Multi-field Wavefront Sensing and Control
If the secondary mirror is misaligned (either in position or orientation), it creates wavefront errors measured at the center of the science FOV. During the fine-phasing process, the primary mirror is adjusted to compensate for these errors.
Interrogating off-axis field points, however, may reveal the presence of large wavefront errors. Measuring these "fielddependent" errors and correcting the compensating misalignments between the primary and secondary mirrors are the goals of the multi-field (MF) process. This Section summarizes the TRL-6 MF demonstration conducted on the TBT. The results show that the MF algorithm is capable of reducing the field dependency of the TBT toward the TBT design nominal dependence. 54 Coordinated moves between the Field Steering Mirror (FSM) and the Auto-Collimating Flat (ACF) enable placement of any field point within roughly a 6 12 arc-minute FOV on the center of either the visible or IR camera. The MF measurement process is accomplished by recording the wavefront at 4 corners of a rectangular field and then at the on-axis field wavefront (field center; see Fig. 16 ). Subtracting the on-axis wavefront from the off-axis wavefront results in a global wavefront difference that is dominated by focus and astigmatism.
By comparing the measured wavefront differences to results from an optical model, the corrective SM moves that are required to minimize the field dependency of the wavefront errors is obtained. Of course, once the SM corrections are applied, the PM must be adjusted to reestablish an acceptable wavefront error on axis. After these PM adjustments are made, there should be very little field dependence in the OTE wavefront error.
It should be noted that during the multi-field algorithm development process, ray-trace models showed that the fielddependency of the errors consisted of a strong linear function of the SM misalignment terms. 55 Consequently, a single corrective action establishes the desired optimal field dependence across the FOV. However, it was also found that if the on-axis error compensation were incomplete, errors in the estimation of the corrective SM modes would occur. This simply implies that two or more iterations may be required to achieve adequate alignment of the primary and secondary mirrors, and the corresponding correction of the field-dependent errors.
Multi-Field Tests with a Hartmann Sensor
The deployment conditions used in the commissioning demonstration had large SM positioning errors and, consequently, large field dependent errors. The first MF test was conducted with a simple Hartmann wavefront sensor, placed at a pupil image in the TBT Trunk Circuit. An example of a Hartmann sensor image is shown in Fig. 17 ; it is qualitatively similar to the images obtained during the SegmentImage Array and Global Alignment commissioning steps, but Hartmann lenslets are used to form 18 separate images instead of tilting the mirror segments.
Multi-Field Tests with Phase Retrieval
Having established the MF algorithm as a robust approach for correcting the SM position, the closed-loop test was repeated using phase retrieval to measure the wavefront errors at each field point. First, the TBT was returned to the post-commissioning state used in the previous test. Coarse phasing and single-field point fine-phasing were then applied. Immediately following the fine-phasing test, MF images were taken at each of the five field points. The wavefront was recovered from the images using the phase retrieval algorithm, discarding all but focus and astigmatism terms. The linear model was applied to estimate the corrective SM modes.
Having moved the SM, it was necessary to re-adapt the PM in modes higher than just tip and tilt. This was accomplished by going back to the Global Alignment commissioning step, and just correcting the PM clocking errors and ROC errors. Coarse phasing and single-field point fine-phasing was repeated, followed by a second acquisition of MF phase retrieval data; an analogous process is anticipated for flight. Then the phase retrieval images were analyzed as before, the SM modes estimated, and the correction applied. The Global Alignment commissioning step was repeated once again to correct the clocking and ROC errors. As before, this was followed by coarse phasing and fine-phasing, and MF phase retrieval data acquisition. This last set of MF images was analyzed and the MF wavefront errors calculated.
Fine-Phasing Verification
Upon completion of the fine-phasing commissioning step listed in Table 3 , a Zygo GPI-XP 56 interferometer was inserted into the beam path to measure the TBT optical wavefront. The phase retrieval and interferometer wavefront results were then compared for accuracy. The Zygo GPI-XP interferometer was taken as the "truth sensor," where it should be noted that the Zygo is checked for performance and calibration on a yearly cycle. The calibration work is performed at Ball Aerospace by Zygo field technical support staff, according to Zygo test procedures. The most recent calibration inspection occurred on September 15, 2006 . The only anomaly seen in the package is 4 to 5 nm RMS of fringe printthrough noise. This contribution was identified as an artifact of the "set-up" made with the limited access available in the TBT installation. This artifact is a higher spatial frequency wavefront contribution and is not believed to have significantly affected the fine-phasing and interferometer comparison testing, as discussed below.
As discussed in the Section above, a complete end-to-end commissioning demonstration was conducted over a 1-week period starting in October 2006. Subsequently, and at the recommendation of the mini-PIT committee, seven additional fine-phasing commissioning demonstrations were completed on November 7 & December [13] [14] 2006 . These additional commissioning runs were completed to build confidence in the overall convergence and repeatability of the fine-phasing process.
The interferometer data used for the fine-phasing verification was collected on December 13 and 14, 2006. The data was taken as multiple interferograms (14 on Dec. 13 and 12 on Dec. 14), collected immediately following completion of fine phasing on each day.
The phase retrieval and interferometer measurements will always differ by a fixed non-common-path (NCP) contribution to the wavefront that results from light from the interferometer bypassing much of the optical trunk circuit used by phase retrieval. The phase retrieval (PR) and interferometer (IF) wavefronts are thus related by the simple equation:
Therefore, comparison of the phase retrieval and interferometer results must account for the NCP contribution through a calibration step. To characterize the NCP term, the beam path to the PM was blocked using a reference flat. Diversity defocus images were then collected and analyzed using the phase retrieval algorithm 35 to determine the NCP term. The NCP term is dominantly astigmatism and the results of the comparison to the Dec 14 data are shown in Fig. 18 .
In summary of the Dec 14 results, the fine-phasing result is shown on the far left of Fig. 18 . The multi-frame average of the interferometer data is shown to the immediate right of the fine-phasing result (center left). The difference between the fine-phasing and interferometer result, labeled A in the figure, is shown in the next sub-figure after decomposing each segment wavefront difference into a 15 term (order 4) orthogonal basis set. 35 The segment-level decomposition has a filtering effect on the higher order and mid-spatial frequency segment wavefront errors. This contribution to the wavefront is non-controllable since the mid-spatial frequency component does not correspond to the influence functions derived from the segment level opto-mechanical degrees of freedom. Therefore, the segment decomposition isolates the controllable degrees of freedom that were commanded during the fine-phasing commissioning process. The NCP result is shown on the far right of Fig. 18 (labeled B) after masking with the TBT pupil (for consistency with the interferometer view of the TBT). Subtracting A from B then gives the error associated with the fine-phasing commissioning results in RMS double-pass wavefront error. This result is less than the TRL-6 RMS criteria and corresponds to using a full 15 term (order 4) basis set representation of the controllable modes. This is a conservative estimate in the sense that using a lower order representation of the controllable modes will give a smaller wavefront error (since higher order non-controllable modes are filtered out). In actuality, the controllable degrees of freedom of the TBT in these fine-phasing experiments were limited to just 5 controlled terms: piston, tip, tilt, astigmatism x and astigmatism y.
A similar analysis was completed independently using the Dec 13 data set noting that in this particular comparison, the controllable degrees of freedom were based on a 9 term decomposition rather than the 15 terms used above to analyze the Dec 14 data. Based on the comments above, the 9 term decomposition more closely matches the actual controllable degrees of freedom in the fine-phasing experiment, and as a result, the error reported between the fine-phasing and interferometer results is correspondingly smaller.
PSF Model vs. Measured
The team performed an independent "sanity check" on the in-focus PSF. This was done by taking through focus point spread functions (PSFs) after the TBT had been aligned. These were then compared to a model of the PSF. The as-built error for the actual measurement included the secondary mirror alignment state at the time of the measurement. Other parameters such as drift are based on actual measurements made during earlier work. A comparison of the model result and the actual in-focus PSF is shown in Fig. 19 . As can be seen on the figure, the model and actual data matched very well giving further confidence that the alignment process was successful. 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Early in the JWST program (pre-Phase A) the algorithm development relied heavily on modeling to demonstrate that WFSC could achieve the required tolerances using the specified control degrees of freedom. These early modeling efforts demonstrated that the image-based approach was a viable method for the JWST active optical control. Also during this pre-Phase A development, the fine-phasing algorithm approach for JWST leveraged from the HST phase retrieval results, and several lessons learned from the HST flight repair mission were incorporated into the JWST WFSC system architecture, as discussed earlier in History and Prior Art. After conclusion of the pre-Phase A program, development of the WFSC algorithms continued through direct hardware testing using various ground based telescopes and some flight instruments ( Table 4 ). The technology was further validated in Phase-B with various Testbeds (Table 3) . These WFSC Testbeds were built at GSFC and at Ball Aerospace (WCT, RA-6, and TBT), and were used to develop JWST-specific technologies to TRL-4 using 3 to 6 segment optical systems. In addition to contributing to early TRL development, these Testbeds helped to prove the overall robustness of the JWST WFSC approach in deployment scenarios where misalignments were significantly larger than the expected range of launch deployments. The coarse phasing process and DHS component were independently validated through two experiments on the inner 18 segments of the Keck Telescope. The results demonstrated that the specific coarse phasing approach to be used on JWST was at least as accurate as the existing Keck PCS camera. After development of a JWST scaled optical system, several key TRL-6 tasks were then validated including the complete "end-to-end" Observatory commissioning process. These commissioning steps are traceable to JWST performance levels from representative deployment misalignments using the TBT at a single-field point. The TBT has comparable control degrees of freedom to flight (segment piston, tip, tilt, ROC, clocking, x & y translation) and error budget requirements traceability. Also validated in this test program is the MF alignment capability with independent verification using a Shack-Hartmann sensor.
As part of these technology development efforts, several valuable "lessons learned" were gained. The first lesson learned by the team was that it is useful to use a second wavelength during initial single-field fine-phasing to assure there are no 2 ambiguities in the final phased wavefront. One instance occurred where there were such phase ambiguities, but this problem was traced to an improper DHS calibration; so assuring that the DHS calibrations are correct is also a lesson learned. Another lesson learned included the development of a Hybrid Diversity technique for assuring that branch points and discontinuities in the segmented wavefront can be dealt with via the algorithms. 35 The final lesson learned is that it is important to perform sufficient phase retrieval iterations to ensure convergence in the retrieved wavefront, and this was enabled on the TBT by using a high speed digital signal processor. All of these lessons learned will be addressed as part of the plan forward for the WFSC algorithms.
In summary of the formal TRL-6 compliance, five key technology elements have been validated for TRL-6. These include (1) development of the DHS component, (2) the development of the Coarse Phasing process that incorporates the DHS, (3) end to end single-field point Fine-Phasing, (4) independent validation of the Fine-Phasing performance, and (5) demonstration and validation of the MF Fine-Phasing process. As a result of these efforts, all aspects of end-to-end WFSC for JWST have been demonstrated either at the component level (for the DHS element) or on the Testbed Telescope (TBT). Moreover, the TBT had traceable performance and degrees of freedom to JWST, and had higher vibration and worse thermal stability than expected in flight. Each algorithm was tested many times individually and as part of the end-to-end testing, and all were found to be robust. The material in this report was presented to the WFSC Mini-PIT peer review panel and they concurred that TRL-6 had been met on January 4, 2007. The JWST team has therefore demonstrated that the flight wavefront sensing and control algorithms have met the TRL-6 criteria of being tested in a relevant environment.
